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Partnership

• We are speaking today on the tradi2onal territory of the
AMawandaron (Neutral), Anishinaabeg and Haudenosaunee
peoples. (See hMp://www.Na2ve-Land.ca)
• The MSE collabora2on recognizes and acknowledges the cultural
importance of the summit of Maunakea to a broad cross sec2on
of the Na2ve Hawaiian community.
• MSE Partnership: Hawaii, Canada, France, China, Australia, India;
Spain (during conceptual design); NOAO/NCOA? Texas A&M?
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EnVision Maunakea
¯ Launched in June 2016, EnVision Maunakea is a program
of community discussions on Hawai‘i Island intended to
enable respecOul dialog and develop a community based
vision for the future of Maunakea
¯ Essen%al elements include a Hui Ho‘olohe (community
advisory council) overseeing ‘Aha Kūkā (listening sessions)
that inform island-wide surveys, all managed by a
community convener (Friends of the Future)
¯ The product in 2018 is a unique and compelling document
intended to inform future policies, agreements, and
decisions pertaining to Maunakea
¯ search ‘EnVision’ at hXp://www.westhawaiitoday.com:
“… there was a strong consensus that astronomy has a
place on Maunakea, but people also want the mountain’s
uniqueness to be preserved.”

Maunakea Spectroscopic Explorer

Programma2cs

¯ For permits/construc%on MSE has
many advantages over TMT in Hawaii
¬ Building on an exis%ng (previously
disturbed) site, no footprint increase,
40 year history of CFHT in Hawaii
Island community, in good standing
(e.g. Maunakea Scholars, other EPO)

¯ MSE requires a new Maunakea
Science Reserve Master Lease to
proceed with construc%on
¯ The challenge with securing MSE
permits in Hawaii will substan7ally
be “behind” the project once a
Master Lease renewal is secured
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¯ Extensive eﬀorts are underway at
CFHT to resolve the conﬂict over
Maunakea in a meaningful and las%ng
way (EnVision Maunakea)
¯ Though risks abound in a project of
this scale, the primary challenge for
MSE is funding in an uncertain climate,
both in Hawaii and interna7onally

MSE is the future of CFHT
• “The LRPP [2010] recommends that Canada develop the ngCFHT concept
(science case, technical design, partnerships, 2ming).”
• LRPIC [2013]: “We regard ngCFHT as the top LRP priority for CFHT now, and
as an essen2al part of the future of Canadian astronomy, integrated with
other facili2es on Mauna Kea.”
• “The MTRP [2016] thus strongly recommends that Canada con2nue to lead
the development of the MSE project.”
• Canada has a share in the premier site on Mauanakea, with established
CFHT infrastructure and CFHT community involvement.
• Our 42.5% share in CFHT can be converted into a 100% share in the data
(and ~15%? in governance) of a next-genera%on observatory
complementary to many other future facili%es & missions.
• Scien2ﬁc & technical development work for MSE posi2ons Canada well for
involvement in other (spectroscopic) ini2a2ves now and in the future.
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Discovery Space
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Science Team and
Design Reference Survey
• Science Team has grown from ~100 to ~330 scien2sts worldwide.
• Addi2onal members are welcome – par2cularly scien2sts
interested in mul2wavelength and mul2-facility synergies.
• Science Team is working in nine Working Groups to:
• 1) Review the Detailed Science Case and recommend any updates
to enhance, strengthen and keep current the exis2ng science case.
• 2) Construct the Design Reference Survey V1, a simulated 2 year
observing campaign addressing the key science described in the
Detailed Science Case. DRS1 will use ITCs, ﬁber-assigning sohware,
and a telescope scheduler to produce an actual observing plan. The
DRS will be used to evaluate the science impact of design tradeoﬀs,
and will evolve into the ﬁrst observing program on MSE. Join us!
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Partnership Planning
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MSE would func2on as a facility for Legacy and PI surveys
Budget cap is US$313M; nominal $30M/yr in opera2ons
6 equal partners: $50M+$5M/yr for access to a $300M facility
Deliverables: science-ready data & data products (akin to SDSS)
Partner country scien2sts expected to have data rights to all surveys
Partner country scien2sts able to propose and PI/Co-PI surveys, in
propor2on to each partner’s share over the long term
Partnership plan being developed in preliminary design phase (PDP)
Canada needs to be involved, so ACURA has been approached to be
the Canadian signatory on the PDP statement of understanding
PDP will feed into LRP2020 / Decadal Survey 2020 / etc.
LRP phasing w.r.t. CFI deadline is important: LRP public by 2Q2020?
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Long term plans lobbying

Fund Raising

Maunakea Spectroscopic Explorer

Roadmap: 2018 onward

Conceptual Design ✔

Trade Studies +
Preliminary
Design

EIS

Permits
Final Design

Construc2on (e.g., 2022B-2026B)

Master
Lease
Renewal (now
started
with EIS; public
mee2ngs in
March 2018)

Approx. budget breakdown
for USD 2013 $300M cost cap
(e.g., 6 partners
@ $50M each)

00"Management,"
$17,148,969"

01"Science,"$565,500"
02"Systems,"$5,351,867"
03"Facility"Bldg,"
$7,396,596"

ConFngency,"
$71,960,812"

08"CompuFng,"
IT,"$5,500,000"

04"Enclosure,"
$28,026,923"

05"Telescope,"
$46,980,575"

07"Control"System,"
$5,000,000"

06"Science"Instrument,"
$94,600,000"

Approx. ra2os 4:2:1:2 Instruments : Telescope : Enclosure : Other

Sphinx
fiber positioner
layout

Fiber layout above: blue=HR, red=LMR
Right: 100% ﬁeld coverage for HR ﬁbers

Con%ngency planning:
MSE is the future of CFHT, but what if…
• Canadian MSE fundraising lags behind other partners’
– If MSE goes ahead, Canada’s share will be decreased
• All partners’ fundraising lags –MSE is delayed, ESO catches up?
• Fundraising is fast-tracked – move SPIROU to UKIRT, do MSE sooner?
• If interna2onal partners prefer the south – more expensive
– More expensive to build from scratch
• If TMT goes to La Palma, reduced opera2ons savings on MK
• If TMT cannot secure funding for comple2on
– MSE could s2ll go ahead, but how soon? how easily on MK?
• If MK master lease not renewed - MSE could not be built on MK
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Maunakea Spectroscopic Explorer

Canada must take the lead to ensure that MSE
is ready to be built when the international
community is ready to build it.
mse.cfht.hawaii.edu - phall@yorku.ca
Mauna Kea will forever be known throughout the world as the site of
profound discoveries about the universe. These witnesses see TMT and the
other telescopes, not as objects spoiling the landscape, but as portals to
discovery placed in this site made ideal for them.
–Hawai’i BLNR TMT contested case hearing decision
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